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An oscillation criterion is given for the second order sublinear differential equa- 
tion y” +a(t) f(y) =0, where a(t) is not assumed to be non-negative and f(y) is 
non-decreasing in y, and yf (y) > 0 for y # 0. f(y) also satisties a sublinear condition 
which includes the special case f(y) = 1 yIy sgn y, 0 < y i 1. This result extends 
earlier oscillation theorems of Philos and the first author. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
We consider the second order nonlinear differential equation 
Y” + a(t) f(Y) = 0, t E co, @z 1, (1) 
where a(t) E C[O, co) and f(y) E C( - co, co) is non-decreasing in y, and 
satisfies 
Y!(Y)>07 if y # 0. (2) 
Throughout the paper, we restrict our attention only to those solutions of 
Eq. (1) which exists and can be continued on some interval of the from 
[to, cc ), where t, 2 0 may depend on the particular solution. Such a solu- 
tion is said to be oscillatory if it has arbitrarily large zeros. Equation (1) is 
called oscillatory if all continuable solutions are oscillatory. The prototype 
of Eq. (1) is the so-called Emden-Fowler equation 
y”+a(t) l~~l~sgny=O, Y >o, (3) 
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and we refer to [8] for a general discussion of nonlinear oscillation 
problems concerning Eqs. (1) and (3) and related references. 
Oscillation criteria for Eq. (3) in the sublinear case, i.e., 0 < y < 1, when 
a(t) is allowed to assume negative values for arbitrarily iarge values of t, 
have received considerable interest in recent years since the original result 
of Belohorec [ 11. Known oscillation criteria for (3) are summarized below 
for easy reference. 
(1) jam t”a( t) dt 
=cO for some /I E [0, r] (Belohorec [ 1 I); 
a(u) du dt 
=CC (Kamenev [3]); 
(III) li~~~p~/oT(T-s)‘a(s)ds 
= co, for some TV > 1 (Kamenev [4] ); 
qy(u) a(u) du dt 
=CC (Kwong and Wong [S]); 
(V) lirnslp $ j’ (T- s)OL q’(s) a(s) ds 
0 
= co, for some 012 1 (Chen t-21, Wow C91), 
where y(t) is a positive concave function. 
Remark 1. Clearly criterion (IV) includes (II) and (I). Also, (V) 
includes (III). However, there is no direct implication between (II) and 
(III), as well as (IV) and (V), except that (III) and (V) both reduce to (II) 
and (IV) in the limiting case a = 1. 
Remark 2. We note that the requirement CL > 1 is essential in the proof 
of (III). Kamenev’s original result (III) claims to be an extension of 
Wintner’s stronger condition (see [8]): 
(II)0 lim fjoTj’ a(u) du dt = co. 
T-ZC 0 
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Here the limit (not only lim sup) of the double integral diverges to co, 
which would imply by an application of L’Hopital’s rule that 
(II), ,“mm j& joT (T-S)* U(S) ds = CO. 
Clearly (1I)i implies (III) with CI = 2. 
Returning to Eq. ( 1 ), sublinearity for general f(y) has been defined as 
Oiji$, j”,$<co, forsome E>O. 
We are interested in extensions of these oscillation criteria for Eq. (3) to the 
more general Eq. (1) subject to sublinearity condition (4). An earlier 
oscillation theorem of Kura [6] has been extended by the following: 
THEOREM A (Philos [7]). Let f(y) be such that the following definition 
yields a non-negative constant, 
If= min 
1 
infy,of’(Y) F(Y) inf,,of’W F(Y) 
I 1 +inf.v,of’(y)G)’ 1 +inf,.,of’(y)Q~) ’ 
(5) 
where F(y) = J; dv/f(v). Th en Eq. (1) is oscillatory iff( y) satisfies (2) and 
(4), and a(t) satifies for some /? E [IO, I,.], 
uPa du dt = co. 
On the other hand, the first author showed recently an extention of (III): 
THEOREM B. Let (4) hold and there exist a positive constant c such that 
f’(Y)F(Y)>~T for y#O 
If a(t) satisfies 
q”(s) a(s) ds dt = co (8) 
for /1= l/( 1 + c) < 1, then Eq. (1) is oscillatory. 
The purpose of this note is to prove an analogous extention of (V) to be 
more general Eq. (1) subject to sublinearity conditions (4) and (7). Our 
main result is: 
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Theorem. Let cp(t) be a positive concave function on [0, co), and let f (y) 
satify (2) and (4). Zffor some u > 1, a(t) satisfies 
limstp $ jor (T-s)” q”(s) a(s) ds = 00, (9) 
where A E [0, Z,.], then Eq. (1) oscillatory. 
Proqf: Let y(t) be a non-oscillatory solution which, in view of (2), 
may be assumed to be positive on some interval [to, co). Define 
z(t) = cp”( t) F( y( t)), where A E [0, I/]. Differentiating twice and using (1 ), 
we find 
z” + qi.a = A(k - 1) I#~ 2q’2F( Y) + Acpi. ~ ‘q”F( y) 
I 
+2&D7!I’f;l;) &f’(y) 
f 2 -- 
(-1 f:YJ 
g4cp’)2 e2 
f’(Y) 
CA - (1-A) Q;(Y) f’(Y)1 
( ’ 
“I 2 
- cp”f’(Y) f:,) - qy(y) > . (10) 
From definition of I, in (5) we have 
41 + inf ~(~)f’(y))~~~fo~(~)f’(~), 1’ > 0 
from which one obtains ;1< (1 -A) F(y) f’( y). This implies that Eq. (9) 
reduces to z” + ‘pAa < 0. Multiplying this simple second order differential in 
equality through by (T - t)*, integrating from to to T, and dividing through 
by T”, we find 
1 T 
-3 1 (T-t)‘q”(t)a(t)dt<$[‘(T-t)“z”(t)dt. 
T 10 f0 
(11) 
The last integral in (11) can be integrated to become 
-~(a-l)j’(T-I)“~‘z(t)dt . 
1 
(12) 
10 
Since CI > 1, the last integral in ( 12) exists for every T> to and is 
non-negative. Combining (12) with (ll), and applying condition (9), we 
readily obtain the desired contradiction. 
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COROLLARY. Let cp be a positive concave function on [0, 00 ), and f( y) 
satisfy (2), (4), and (7). Furthermore, iffor some CI > 1, a(t) satisfies (9) with 
2 = l/( 1 + c), then Eq. (1) is oscillatory. 
Proof: Consider the function v/( 1 + v) on [0, cc ) which has value 0 at 
0 and increasing to 1 as u + m. Using this fact and (7) in the definition of 
Z, given by (5), we easily find Zr> (l/c)( 1 + l/c))’ = l/(1 + c). Hence the 
Corollary follows from the Theorem by setting 2 = l/( 1 + c). 
Remark 3. We note that both the Theorem and its Corollary remains 
valid if !x = 1. In this case, the Corollary becomes Theorem B. The proof of 
Theorem B can be easily modified to prove the main result for c1= 1. Thus, 
in that case when q(t) G t, the result reduces to Theorem A. 
To conclude, we compare our criterion with that given by Theorem B by 
usingtheexamplef(y)=ly17sgny+y,0<y<1.Notethatfor lyJ<l, 
and for 1~13 1 
Hence for I yl f 1, 
F(Y)f’(Y)2 ~(y~y,“++L 
2(1-Y) 
(Y+ IYlly&j; 
and for (y( 2 1, 
F(Y) f’(y) 2 
Take c=2y-‘(1 -7) in (7) and our Corollary states that condition (9) 
with 1= y/(2 - y) is an oscillation criterion for Eq. (1). However, based on 
the calculation of Zf see [7, p. 10751, Theorem B yields oscillation only for 
[0, y/2]. Our result is stronger since y/(2-y) > y/2. 
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